PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is to promote a professional appearance by ensuring uniformity in dress; therefore, inspiring confidence, and professionalism in the Providence Police Department.

POLICY
It is the policy of the Providence Police Department that the official uniform will conform in such styles, color, and materials as prescribed by the Chief of Police. Insignias, badges, service stripes, and other uniform attachments and decorations will be worn in a standardized fashion and only authorized items can be displayed.

DISCUSSION
N/A.

PROCEDURE
I. WEARING OF THE UNIFORM
   A. The prescribed uniform will be worn by officers while on-duty and extra duty details, except in cases where civilian clothing is authorized.

   B. The uniform will be kept clean, neatly pressed, and in good repair at all times. Faded or worn uniforms will be replaced.
C. Accessories that are authorized but not department issued will be of the same style and color.

D. Jackets and shirts will be buttoned or zippered in an appropriate manner.
   1. Jackets and long sleeve shirts buttoned full length, except when worn with the turtleneck the top button is left unbuttoned. The top button of short sleeve shirts is not buttoned.
   2. Only plain white tee-shirts to be worn beneath the uniform shirt.

E. The uniform hat will be worn in the following manner.
   1. Set squarely on the head in military fashion, not tilted to the side nor worn on the back of the head.
   2. The appropriate uniform hat must be in the officer’s possession at all times, wearing this hat is mandatory except under the following conditions:
      a. The Officer-in-Charge determines that the wearing of the hat is inappropriate for the circumstance.
      b. Construction details, where the baseball hat can be substituted, at the officer’s option.

F. Neither the uniform, nor parts thereof, will be worn by officers of the department in the following circumstances:
   1. Outside employment to which they have not been officially detailed.
   2. Social functions, unless the wearer is representing the police department and has permission from the Chief of Police.
   3. While consuming alcoholic beverages or frequenting establishments that serve intoxicating liquor while not on official duty.

G. Specialized units of the department will be authorized to wear special clothing and equipment due to the nature of their duties, i.e., K-9, Special Response Unit, Motorcycle Division, Mounted Command, Bicycle Unit.

H. Meter Checkers, Crossing Guards, or any other uniformed officer of the department will conform to the Uniform Standards Policy where applicable.
II. **GENERAL UNIFORM REGULATIONS**

A. Colors and styles will be determined by the Chief of Police and conform to specifications. See Appendix.

B. The dress uniform will be worn for promotions and other times when deemed necessary by the Chief of Police.
   
   1. The dress uniform and its proper method of wearing. See Appendix.

C. Uniformed officers will wear a Sam Browne belt. Lieutenants and above and/or personnel assigned to administrative duties, will have the option of wearing a Sam Browne belt or a Garrison belt.
   
   1. Officers will wear nickel or silver colored belt buckles and accessories.
   2. Sergeants and above will wear brass or gold colored belt buckles and accessories.
   3. Combining leather and nylon gear is prohibited.
   4. Officers shall only utilize equipment authorized by the department, to include but not be limited to holsters, OC holsters, magazine holders etc.

D. The police badge will be worn on the left breast and on the outermost garment, plainly exposed to view at all times.
   
   1. Supervisors, Inspectors, and Detectives will have a gold finish with an indication of rank.
   2. Officers will have a silver finish.

E. Awards and Insignias will be worn in the following manner:
   
   1. Commendation pins for will be worn above the badge in a citation holder.
   2. Field Training officers will wear the department authorized rocker patch centered on shirt sleeves.
   3. Sergeants will wear chevron patches centered on shirt sleeves and chevron pins on the shirt collar.
   4. Rank insignias: Lieutenants and above will wear gold rank insignia on the epaulet, centered 3/4” from the shoulder/sleeve seam, parallel to the seam.
   5. Miscellaneous insignias authorized by the Chief of Police will be worn in a manner as determined by the Chief of Police.
6. Tie tacks will be professional and non-offensive in nature.

F. Footwear will be black, polished, and absent of any unusual buckles, decorations, or insignias.

1. Dress uniform shoes should be low cut and in a high polish shine; no combat type boots.

2. When wearing low cut shoes or boots, socks must be black or navy blue in color.

G. Black full finger gloves may be worn during inclement weather.

H. The reflective department-issued vest will be worn at all locations where an officer is directing traffic or in the roadway.

I. A black clip-on tie will be worn while wearing long sleeve shirts, except when worn over the department turtleneck.

III. COURT ATTIRE
A. Any off duty officer responding to court shall wear their uniform or business attire as follows:

1. Male personnel will be authorized to wear a suit or sports jacket, with dress shirt, tie, dress pants and appropriate dress shoes.

2. Female personnel will be authorized to wear a suit or dress pants, blouse and appropriate dress shoes.

IV. WINTER/SUMMER UNIFORM CHANGES
A. The Chief of Police or his designee will determine the transition period between Winter/Summer uniforms in accordance with the weather conditions.

B. The notification of the transition will be made through a memorandum.

V. UNIFORM OPTION – SNOWSUIT
A. The optional snowsuit may be worn under the following conditions:

1. On-duty: During periods of extreme weather conditions, the snowsuit may be worn over the prescribed uniform of the day when authorized by the Officer-in-Charge.

2. Special Details: Traffic and road construction only.

B. The snowsuit must be of the type, color, and description as authorized by the Chief of Police.
C. The black “artic trooper” style hat may be worn with the hat wreath attached.

VI. PRESCRIBED CIVILIAN CLOTHING – SWORN EMPLOYEES
A. Male officers authorized to wear civilian clothing on duty will wear a suit or color coordinated slacks, shirts, necktie, and sport coat.
   1. Shoes must be of dress of type and coordinate with the outfit.
B. Female officers will wear the equivalent attire, i.e., a dress, pantsuit, or suit.
   1. Shoes must be of dress of type and coordinate with the outfit.
C. Casual attire is prohibited during normal duty hours unless the nature of the assignment dictates such.
D. Officers assigned to “undercover” assignments will dress appropriately in order to “blend in” with their environment as determined by the Commanding Officer of the Division they are assigned.
E. The wearing of business casual attire for both male and female personnel, shall be approved by the Commanding Officer and will be described as:
   1. Shirt with collar.
   2. Khaki style pants.
   3. Shoes with socks.

VII. GROOMING STANDARDS
A. Sworn Male Officers
   1. Hairstyles will be conservative and evenly trimmed. Hair will be tapered proportionally along the sides and back of the head. The hair will not be extended downward at any point over the shirt color at the back of the neck and will not protrude in length more than one-quarter inch (1/4”) over the top of the ears. Hair will be cut and trimmed in a manner that allows proper wearing of the uniform hat.
   2. Sideburns will be uniform from top to bottom, neatly trimmed, will not exceed one inch (1”) in width, and not be excessively heavy or bushy. Sideburns will be cut horizontally along the side of the face and at least one-half inch (1/2”) above the bottom of the ear lobe.
   3. Facial hair will be conventional style, neatly trimmed, and not present a bushy unkempt appearance. The mustache will not extend over the upper lip or beyond and below the corner of the mouth. Beards and goatees are prohibited.
4. Exceptions will be made by the Chief of Police for specialized assignments.

b. Sworn Female Officers

1. Will wear their hair neatly in styles that do not extend below the bottom of the collar in normal posture. Longer hair may be worn in an upward sweep or bun above the top of the collar, so long as it presents a neat appearance, does not straggle, and allows proper wearing of the uniform hat. Female officers in a non-uniform assignment may wear their hair in any style deemed appropriate by their Bureau Commander.

2. Hair fasteners – hair clasps, barrettes, or fasteners worn while in uniform will correspond with uniform appearance.

VIII. JEWELRY

A. Jewelry, which is discrete, may be worn by officers if it is presentable and is in good taste.

1. Males will not wear earrings while on-duty except in undercover situations.

2. Females may wear earrings in non-patrol assignments so long as they do not present a safety hazard to the officer or others.

3. Jewelry worn by police officers is subject to the discretion of the Chief of Police.

B. Sunglasses

1. Sunglasses are to be conservative in style.

2. Florescent, distasteful glasses are strictly prohibited.

IX. PERSONAL HYGIENE

A. Attention to personal hygiene is a requisite for all department personnel while on-duty, in uniform, or in official performance of their duties.

X. HONOR GUARD (Members shall wear the uniforms and equipment specified – See Appendix).

A. The Chief of Police or his designee shall determine the prescribed honor guard uniform.

B. Consideration shall be given to nature of the event, weather, and level of involvement.
NOTE: This order is for internal use only, and does not enlarge an officer's civil or criminal liability in any way. It should not be construed as the creation of a higher standard of safety or care in an evidentiary sense, with respect to third-party claims. Violations of this directive, if proven, can only form the basis of a complaint by this department, and then only in a non-judicial administrative setting.

APPROVED:

STEVEN M. PARÉ
COMMISSIONER
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SAFETY

HUGH T. CLEMENTS, JR.
COLONEL
CHIEF OF POLICE
POLICE SHIRT-LONG SLEEVE

Model: Flying Cross #47W6686 or equivalent

FID # Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾ “ X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police type.

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.

POLICE SHIRT-SHORT SLEEVE

Model: Flying Cross #97R6686 or equivalent

FID# Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾ “ X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police type.

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.

POLICE SHIRT LONG SLEEVE (5.11 ALTERNATIVE)

Model: 5.11 Tactical Series Style # 42154 or equivalent

FID Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾ “ X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.

Color: Dark Navy

POLICE SHIRT-SHORT SLEEVE (5.11 ALTERNATIVE)

Model: 5.11 Tactical Series Style # 41138 or equivalent
FID Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾” X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police.

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.

Color: Dark Navy

POLICE TURTLE NECK SHIRTS
Model: Flying Cross #52586 or equivalent

Color: L.A.P.D. Blue

Style: Shall have the letters “PPD” embroidered on the collar, Center Left

POLICE TROUSERS-HEAVY WEIGHT
Model: Feccheimer #42230 (No Substitutes)

Finish & Pressing: All loose threads shall be removed. Trousers must be pressed completely and properly with side seam, inseam and seat seam pressed open.

Braid: Trousers for Lieutenants and above shall have a 1 ¼” braid sewn along each pant leg. The braid shall be black in color.

Billy Pocket: Each trouser shall have the option of a Billy pocket sewn on the right or left side pant leg.

Color: L.A.P.D. Blue

NOTE: The unit price of the trousers shall include the cost of any alterations which may be necessary to ensure proper fit.

POLICE TROUSERS-MID WEIGHT
Model: Feccheimer #32269 or equivalent

Finish & Pressing: All loose threads shall be removed. Trousers must be pressed completely and properly with side seam, inseam and seat seam pressed open.
Braid: Trousers for Lieutenants and above shall have a 1 ¼" braid sewn along each pant leg. The braid shall be black in color.

Billy Pocket: Each trouser shall have the option of a Billy pocket sewn on the right or left side pant leg.

Color: L.A.P.D. Blue

POLICE TROUSERS (5.11 ALTERNATIVE)
Model: 5.11 Tactical Series Style # 44060

Finish & Pressing: All loose threads shall be removed. Trousers must be pressed with permanent military creases.

Pocket Design: There will be two front pockets and two cargo pockets, one on each side seam. These cargo pockets will be double-section pleated patch pockets with flaps and will be centered across the side seam.

Color: Dark Navy

POLICE COMMAND TROUSERS WITH CARGO POCKETS
Model: Feccheimer #39300 or equivalent

Finish & Pressing: All loose threads shall be removed. Trousers must be pressed completely and properly with side seam, inseam and seat seam pressed open.

Pocket Design: The two front pockets will be a quarter top style. There will be two hip pockets and two cargo pockets, one on each side seam. These cargo pockets will be double-section pleated patch pockets with flaps and will be centered across the side seam.

Color: Dark Navy

HATS-WINTER
Material: Millican 55% textured polyester/45% wool.

Color: To match specified color of trousers as identical as possible.

Style: Navy surge; solid band with ¾” black plastic strap and #1085 black visor.

KNIT HAT
Model: ASL #148 acrylic/thisulate, color black. Hat is to include 1” white letters PPD and PPD reduced sized full color patch on right.
HATS-SUMMER
Material: Millican 55% textured polyester/45% wool.
Color: To match specified color of trousers as identical as possible.
Style: Navy surge; Ventilated frame; Open Cane; solid band with ¾” black plastic strap and #1085 black visor.

HATS - SUPERVISORS
Material, style and construction to be identical to that of the hats for patrol officers, however, the ¾” welting (chin strap) to be made of gold colored synthetic Mylar, secured on each side of hat by one gold police button on each side.

POLICE RAINCOVERS
Model: Flying Cross #7140 (or equivalent)
Color: Black on one side; High Visibility Yellow on reverse side.

POLICE RAINCOATS
Model: Feccheimer #76120 (or equivalent)
Color: Fully reversible raincoat, one side being high visibility yellow and the other side black or to match color of trousers as identical as possible.
Screening: The raincoat shall be factory silk screened, High Visibility side only, with the words “PROVIDENCE POLICE” on two lines in black ink. The word ‘PROVIDENCE’ shall be arched over the word ‘POLICE’.

FEDERAL IDENTIFICATION #’S
Construction: 7/8” high, ½” wide, with clutch back and screw post.
Finish: Gold for supervisors; silver for police officers.

POLICE TIES
Model: Samuel Broome #455BO or equivalent
Material: 75% Dacron/Polyester, 25% wool, with three (3) button holes on back.
Size: To be available in regular and extra long sizes
Color: Black

DRESS BLOUSE - LIEUTENANTS & ABOVE
Description: Double-breasted, peak lapels, semi-form fitting coat with sack to cover gun, right or left side, depending on officer preference, and two inside breast pockets crosswise; hard shoulder epaulets; sleeves and FID number backing trimmed as later described. Bottom and edges double stitched 3/8", stayed taped seams to match. Individually made according to size and height of officer; no side vents, no center vent.

Color: To match specified color of trousers as identical as possible.

Fiber: 16-16.5 oz. elastic weave, navy blue P&F, 45% wool, 55% polyester.

Length: To be constructed such that garment falls not less than 1 ½" nor more than 3" below seat (or inside seam) of trousers.

Shoulder Epaulets: To be constructed of double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼" covered with black cloth in the middle. Shoulder straps fastened in sleeve seam, 2" wide and tapering to 1 ½" in width at side of neck, with buttonhole and regulation button near edge of collar. Strap cross-stitched 1 ½" from shoulder seam. Length of shoulder strap to be ½" short of uniform collar with a 24-ligne regulation P. gilt button, ¾" from edge.

Sleeves & Trim: Sleeves to extend to upper joint of thumb with ¼" of dark royal blue, 1" black trim sewn three and one-half inches (3 ½") from edge of cuffs with three (3) 24-ligne regulation P. gilt buttons, centered between bottom of sleeve and bottom of trim, with ½" between buttons.

Number Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾" X 3" double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼" covered with black cloth in the middle, sewn to the right breast portion of blouse, even with left breast metal badge holder. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police type.

Buttons & Holes: Two (2) rows of four (4) 36-ligne regulation P. gilt buttons, spaced 3 ¾" to 4 ¼" apart according to height. The buttons shall not be less than 8 ½” from the bottom of the coat. Buttonholes ¾” from the edge of coat, machine made and strongly tacked.

Seams: All seams to be turned in or taped. Seams plain, turned up at bottom, not less that ¾".

Badge Holder: A metal badge holder to accommodate 1” pin on badge to be sewn onto left breast portion of blouse, even with number backing on right side.

Lining: Full rayon black lining of satin-like texture.
Lapels: Peak-type. Distance from center of back of neck to center of peak shall be 8 ½” for average officer. Width of lapel at widest point shall be 3 ½” for average officer. Collar tab shall not be less than 2” nor more than 2 ¼”.

Pockets: No outside pockets; two (2) inside pockets measuring 7 ½” deep X 6” across.

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered, to be affixed to left sleeve.

BREECHES - TRAFFIC
Fabric: Shall be Raeford #646-96, 14-14.5 oz. elastic, 55% polyester/45% wool.

Color: To match specified color of trousers as identical as possible.

Style: Breeches shall be made using a uniform standard breeches pattern, having a plain front, two side pockets, two rear pockets and seven belt loops.

Braid: Braid shall be made from Hamburger #420-19 dark royal blue 13 oz. polyester braid with M.J. Cahn #3346 black 10 ½ oz. tropical (polyester & wool) center braid, ¼ “ to show royal blue each side, black center ½ “ thick, sewn on outside seam each side of breeches, cut and sewn according to peg.

Pocketing: Shall be 80% polyester rayon and minimum weight 2.70 with a minimum count 70 X 60. Shall match trouser color.

Waistband: Shall be snugtex.

Zipper: Shall be a talon lock zipper.

Finish: The entire trouser is to be seamed with polyester core thread and the seat seam to be stitched with tandem needle machine. Entire inside seam to be surged.

BREECHES - MOUNTED
Material: Shall be 1841 Brewster, a four way super stretch material specially knitted for mounted police breeches.

Color: To match specified color of trousers as identical as possible.

Style: Trousers shall be made with a moderate peg, using a uniform standard breeches pattern having a plain front, two side pockets, rear pockets and seven belt loops.
Pocketing: Shall have two side pockets under braid, two back pockets with flaps and buttons, one (1) right or left rear narrow pocket for small baton. All corners of pockets and bottom of fly to be securely bar-tacked. All pockets to be anchored at waistband for additional strength. All pockets to be lined with first quality sanforized shrunk 2.50 drill.

Waistband: 2” Banrol waistband with seven belt loops each to be ½” X 2 ½”.

Fly: French fly with Talon lock zipper.

Braid: Shall be made of material consistent with the stretch ability of the material utilized in the breeches. The colors shall be ¼” royal blue and ¼” gold, sewn on outside seam on each side of breeches, cut and sewn according to peg.

WINTER POLICE JACKETS
Model: Fechheimer #78170 (or equivalent)

Description: Cruiser Style Jacket (“Providence Cruiser Jacket”)

Color: L.A.P.D. Blue

MOUNTED LEATHER JACKETS
Model: Taylor Leather, Pittsburgh #4473 (Z)

Description: Cowhide, 25” length, with two (2) inside pockets, four (4) equipment loops, Bi-swing back; Zipper hand pockets, and large kidney pad.

Leather: The jacket shall be full grain 2 ½ - 3.0 oz. cowhide with hydrox finish. The color shall be black, shade #19-0627.

Number Board: To have black leather number backing on the right side of the jacket over the chest pocket. Number backing is to be approximately 1 5/8” wide X 3” long. This number board is to accommodate Federal Identification Numbers.

Shoulder Plate: to have two (2) pieces of black leather, weight to be 10-11 oz., oval in shape, approximately 3-3 ½ “ in size to conform with steel shoulder plate. The leather is to extend approximately ¼” around the circumference of the steel plate with one (1) piece of leather on the inside and one (1) piece on the outside for strength.

REFLECTORIZED VESTS
Model: SAF-T-AID #HD-L-V-RFL
Material: Shall be made of heavy-duty 10 oz. vinyl coated florescent knit fabric.

Color: Color shall be Lime Green reflective stripes and patches with police panel on both front and back.

Construction: To have 1 3/8” X 14” reflexite or 3M reflective vertical stripes and 4” X 18” reflective patches on both front and back. Both front and back reflective patches to have the word “POLICE” written in black letters on Lime reflective patch. To have ¾ “ X 2” front Velcro closure with ¾ “ X 8” elastic side straps. Vest to be bound by ¾ ‘ black vinyl binding.

POLICE HAT WREATH
Model: Blackington, BC-73 (No Substitutes)

Construction: The Police Officer Hat Wreath shall be a rhodium plate hat wreath, imprinted with the City Seal. Numbers to be stamped on the back. **Supervisor Hat Wreath shall be a gold plate hat wreath imprinted with City Seal.

POLICE OFFICER BADGE
Model: Blackington, BC-1287 (No Substitutes)

Construction: The Police Officer Badge shall be a rhodium plate badge, full color, with eagle and flags, imprinted with the City Seal. The words “POLICE OFFICER” shall be printed across the top portion of the badge. The words “PROVIDENCE POLICE” shall be printed across the bottom portion of the badge. Numbers to be stamped on the back. (No numbers on front). **Supervisors Badge shall be a gold plate badge, full color, with eagle and flags, imprinted with the City Seal and shall indicate the appropriate rank, in UPPER CASE letters, across the top portion of the badge.

Finish: Rho-Glo for rhodium plate badge and Hi-Glo for gold plate badge

BDU SHORT SLEEVE SHIRT
Model: Flying Cross #UD4200NV (or equivalent)

Color: LAPD Blue

FID # Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾ “ X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ⅛” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police type.
Uniform Patch: 
Fully embroidered patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.

**BDU LONG SLEEVE SHIRT**

Model: Flying Cross #UD4200NV (or equivalent)

Color: LAPD Blue

FID # Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾ “ X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police type.

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.

**BDU POLICE TROUSERS**

Model: Flying Cross #UD4000NV (or equivalent)

Type: 65% polyester 35% cotton rip stop; Twill Weave

Color: LAPD Blue

**SWEATER**

Model #700 Flying Cross color Navy blue (the official PPD patch sewn on left sleeve, number backing on the right chest across from the badge tab)

**WINTER BOOTS** Military/tactical style, plain toe, color black. Examples Matterhorn model # 1996-1949, Hi-Tech #5226 or #5313

**RAIN JACKET (SHORT)**

Flying Cross, model #76220, limegreen/black reversible, with Providence Police official screen on back

**SPRING JACKET**

Flying Cross, Model #73160, color navy blue lime green reversible

**LEATHER JACKET**

Make: Taylor Leather, model #4476-Z, color black, Metal PPD plate on left sleeve, leather number board on right chest

**CANINE POLICE CAP**

Model: Blauer Street Gear #9150 (or equivalent)

Type: All weather, Gortex

Color: Police Blue
POLICE CYCLING VEST
Model: Olympic #OVP587 (or equivalent)
Style: Ultrex cycling vest with zip off bolero
Color: To match existing Police Department color combination

POLICE CYCLING ZIP OFF PANTS
Model: Olympic #ZLP596 (or equivalent)
Style: Supplex zip off leg cycling pants
Color: To match existing Police Department color combination

POLICE CYCLING WINTER PANTS
Model: Olympic #OCP588 (or equivalent)
Style: Ultrex cycling pants
Color: To match existing Police Department color combination

POLICE CYCLING SUMMER PANTS
Model: Olympic #OCP588 (or equivalent)
Style: Supplex cycling pants
Color: To match existing Police Department color combination

POLICE CYCLING SHORTS
Model: Olympic #OPS168 (or equivalent)
Style: Supplex Phoenix short
Color: To match existing Police Department color combination

POLICE SUMMER CYCLING GLOVES
Model: Pearl Izumi #8514 (or equivalent)
Style: Quest Glove Line
Color: Black

POLICE WINTER CYCLING GLOVES
Model: Pearl Izumi #8706 (or equivalent)
Style: Pittards Therma Fleece Glove
Color: Black

CYCLING BALACLAVA
Model: Pearl Izumi #8924 (or equivalent)
Color: Black

CYCLING HELMET COVER
Model: Pearl Izumi #8932 (or equivalent)
Style: Windstopper Helmet Cover
Color: To match cycling uniform

TRAFFIC HELMETS
Model: Seer #S-1602V (or equivalent)
Color: To match existing traffic helmets
Style: With adjustable vents and snap on visor

TRAFFIC CROSS STRAPS
Model: International Accessories #932 (or equivalent)
Color: White Reflective

MOUNTED CAMPAIGN HATS
Style: Campaign style with full color Providence Police Department Hat Wreath.
Color: Navy Blue

MOUNTED/TRAFFIC BOOTS
Model: Dehner Boot (or equivalent)
Style: “Rhode Island” style, custom made motor boot with double nitrile Soles, lace-up front patrol boots
Type: Tramper Last Toe for Mounted Command and Regal Last Toe for Traffic Bureau
Color: Black imported French calfskin
TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT TROUSERS - ALL SEASON
Model: Feccheimer #39200 (No substitutes)

Finish & Pressing: All loose threads shall be removed. Trousers must be pressed completely and properly with side seam, inseam and seat seam pressed open.

Braid: Trousers shall have a 1 ½ “ braid sewn along each pant leg. The braid shall be scarlet black in color, grip flex 424.

TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT WINTER COATS
Model: Blauer Model #9019 - Z/S with liner or Fechheimer #78160 or Evin Parka #509-N

Design: The color shall be Navy Blue with scarlet epaulets.

FID# Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾ “ X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police type.

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered Traffic Enforcement Officer patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.

TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT RAINCOATS
Model: Feccheimer #76120 (or equivalent)

Color: Fully reversible raincoat, one side being high visibility yellow and the other side being black in color.

TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT WIND BREAKER JACKET
Model: Blauer #330 with permanent badge holder (or equivalent)

FID# Backing: To be constructed of 1 ¾ “ X 3” double mesh, heat proof plastic covered with dark royal blue cloth at edge to show ¼” covered with black cloth in the middle, securely sewn above the right breast pocket, even with badge tabs on left breast. Number backing to be punched with holes to accommodate from one to three metal numbers, standard Providence Police type.

Uniform Patch: Fully embroidered Traffic Enforcement Officer patch to be securely sewn to left sleeve.
TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT HATS
Style: Air Force Style, round top with open cane frame
Design: White naugahide with one (1) badge eyelet and with L-1085 visor
Options: Custom made double braid band, red & black, with silver metal snake band.

TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT CAP
Model: Otto Cap # 19-208-004 (or equivalent)
Design: Poly/Wool Blend, Six Panel with Traffic Enforcement Logo
Color: Navy

TRAFFIC ENFORCEMENT RAINHAT CAPE
Model: Blauer #104 (or equivalent)
Color: Black with reversible orange

HONOR GUARD DRESS COAT
Model: Flying Cross # 19B999C (or equivalent)
Design: Marine Corps Dress Coat
Style: Refer to attached specification sheet

HONOR GUARD WINTER COAT
Model: Schott (or equivalent)
Design: 100% Wool, Black or Dark Navy Blue
Style: Shall have epaulets, gold or silver “P” buttons

HONOR GUARD RAINCOAT
Model: Newport Harbor, Darien (or equivalent)
Design: 100% Nylon, Black or Dark Navy Blue
Style: Shall have epaulets to match existing Honor Guard color and trim, gold or silver “P” buttons